as a practical application.
The hand gesture recognition study is classified into three categories. They used a sensor which is usually an acoustic or a magnetic attached to the glove for hand posture determination and an additional sensor for the position of the hand. This approach is referred to as "Glove based Analysis".
The second approach is "Vision-based Analysis" that users get information from their surroundings. Several cameras attached to this model to determine parameters corresponding for matching images of the hand, palm orientation, and joint angles to achieve hand gesture classification. Based on a three-dimensional hand skeleton model using 27 degrees of freedom was developed by Lee and Kunii. To diminish the model parameter space search they joined five key constraints centered on the human hand kinematics. To simplify the model matching, specially marked gloves were used [3] . The Third implementation is "Study of drawing gesture" use a stylus as an input device. These drawing analysis lead to the recognition of written text. Mechanical sensing work has used for hand gesture recognition at a massive level for direct and virtual environment manipulation. Mechanically sensing hand posture has many problems like electromagnetic noise, reliability, and accuracy.
Full American Sign Language recognition systems (words, phrases) incorporate data gloves. Using a joint angle and hand orientation coding technique data glove-based system could identify 34 of the 46 Japanese gestures (user dependent). To provide data for principal component and cluster analysis the test user made each of the 46 signs 10 times. For each of the alphabets, the user has generated a different test from five iterations, with each gesture separated in time but they suffer from a lack of training [4] , [5] .Classification of gestures is centered on wavelet transforms and temporal motion templates used a temporal illustration of gesture-based on alterations among successive images by building motion templates [6] . The preliminary idea is inspired by the point that in low-level resolution images a human observer can directly identify gestures deprived of great effort [7] . A Binary Motion Region, the BMR image is figured prominently to act as an index that typically defines the spatial distribution of motion for a given angle and a specified gesture in the gesture library.
Hand gesture recognition is also used to control TV interfaces [9] . For the classification of different gestures, the hand was separated into 21 dissimilar regions and the SVM classifier is used for training to model the joint distribution of these regions for different hand gestures. In [8] they improved the medical service through hand gesture recognition. The HCI recognition system of the intelligent wheelchair includes five hand gestures and three compound states. Their system performs reliably in the environment of indoor and outdoor and in the condition of lighting change.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we elaborate on our hierarchical architecture that enables the CNN models to be used in recognizing gestures as efficiently as possible. Here we give a brief description of the Architecture of the gesture recognizing the system, the pre-processing techniques that are applied on the image before prediction, The CNN architecture used to train the dataset and finally how the calculation is done. Fig 1 depicts the architecture of the classifier which is a deep CNN to classify the detected gesture and then with the gesture a virtual calculator is developed. This system depends totally on human-computer interaction, where the computer tries to interpret what the user is trying to show with the knowledge it has gained from the dataset provided. The process simply starts with a user showing a gesture in front of a video cam where each frame is potentially an input. A region of interest (a green square box) on screen is displayed where the user is supposed to place his/her hand so that the preprocessing techniques can be applied to that particular region of the frame to fit it into the CNN architecture. Once the pre-processing of a region of interest is done the image in the form of numpy array is passed to the CNN model for prediction. The output of the prediction is a numpy array where the array consists of only one element that is the one having the highest weight. The output is stored and used as a digit or an operator for calculation.
A. Architecture

B. Input Image Preprocessing
A person who is sitting in front of the camera needs to make sure before starting the process that in order to predict accurately the background of region of interest must be plain and the hand region that is being shown should be only the palm as the model is trained on a dataset that has only palm region of the hand. When the video cam is turned on, a 300x300 green square box is displayed on the screen where the user is supposed to place his/her hand showing the gesture. Every frame from the video cam is an input image and every frame is preprocessed for prediction. There are only 2 preprocessing techniques that are being applied on a frame that is resized and reshaped. The Region of interest is of size 300x300 but our CNN model takes only 100x100 images as input. So using resize function we transform the image to a 100x100 size. Then reshape is done to the resized numpy array which makes sure the data is not changed. 
C. CNN Architecture
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a Deep Learning algorithm and an optimistic algorithm for image recognition, and image classifications. [14] . In present days, adequate applications are centered on CNN models, as for example are face recognition [10] , [13] , semantic parsing, text classification, question answering, information extraction [11] , [12] , Real-time parking management, traffic control [15] , [16] , video recognition [17] , and Sketch-based image retrieval [18] . Human beings are liable for five senses to understand the actions around us. Out of these five senses, perception is by default the utmost used for the everyday tasks we perform. Deep learning methods have attained state-of-theart results in computer vision problems such as object detection, image classification, and face recognition.
CNN consists of 4 parts that are the Convolutional layer, the pooling layer, the flattening layer and the Neural network layer as shown from fig 3. Different features from the individual image are extracted by the convolutional layer. Convolution layer preserves the correlation between pixels by learning image features through small squares of input data. Several mathematical combinations of 2 functions are done to produce a 3rd function. A convolution operation is done on the input image and the feature detector to produce a feature map. Several feature maps are created for an image and these feature maps together make a convolutional layer. The spatial size of representation is reduced using the pooling layer which in turn decreases the parameters and amount of computation process. There are several types of pooling ex. Max-pooling, Min-pooling, Mean pooling and average pooling in which we have used the max-pooling technique. Reducing the spatial dimensions (width x height) of the input volume for the next convolutional layer is the primary utility of the max-pooling technique. The input values are transformed into representative values using the pooling layer which takes a sliding window or a certain region that is moved in stride across the input. The method of transformation can be performed in any of the two ways by taking the average of the values or by taking the maximum value from the values observable in the window (called "max pooling"). Due to its better performance characteristics, max pooling is mostly preferred. Feature map from the Convolutional layer is the input matrix for pooling, Max-pooling is responsible for selecting the largest element from a 2d matrix (2x2, 3x3, etc.) which is placed in the feature map and moves right with a stride value. The output of the Pooling layer is another 2D matrix called pooled feature map. This process helps the model to recognize features even if they are tiled, zoomed, different colors, etc. The Pooled feature map is then transformed into a 1D array that is sent for further processing into the Neural network layers. The flattened layer takes the output from previous layers and classification is accomplished through the features that have been extracted by the convolutional layers. The ANN consists of the hidden layers which are responsible for performing computations on the weighted inputs and produce net input which is then applied with activation functions to produce the actual output. The nodes of the output layer are the classes that are given weights by the hidden layer after the complete process of the ANN each class in the output layer will have a value and the class with the highest value is the prediction output.
In this paper, we have used an architecture that consists of 2 convolutional layers with 32 filter layers each. The 1 st convolutional layer is max pooled with a pooling size of 2x2 matrix. The output of max-pooling is fed to another convolutional layer with 32 filters and again the feature maps are pooled using a 2x2 matrix. Flattening is done to the pooled matrix and then connected to the Artificial neural network. The model has a dense layer with 128 hidden neurons and the output layer consists of 10 classes ie. 0 -9.
An activation function called a rectified linear unit also known as Relu is applied on the convolutional layers and the hidden layer. Relu is a rectifier which is used to increase the non-linearity in our images. 
D. Calculation
To perform calculations, the user is supposed to place his/her hand in the region of interest and press key 's' to start the process. As soon as the key is pressed the tool starts to predict every frame. For 100 frames predicted values have appended a list and from those 100 predicted values, the value that occurs the most is considered as the final prediction. The calculator has 4 operators that are Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. For choosing the operator a gesture has been assigned a number ie. Gesture 1 represents addition, 2 stands for subtraction, 3 means multiplication and 4 used for division an example was depicted in fig 5. The CNN model can predict in a total of 10 classes ie 0-9. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we'll be discussing the dataset we used to train the model, what results we obtained after training which includes validation accuracy and loss and some experimental results.
A. Dataset
The concept of convolutional neural networks and artificial neural networks were there from the 1980s but were not very much useful because of the lack of data. In earlier days' registers were maintained to keep different all sorts of records and information. Very less digital data was available which is the key aspect for CNN to work. In the early 2000's data started to take digital form, everything started to get automated and computerized.
The dataset that we have used to train our model is of hand Signs from 0-9. The ‗Kaggle' Sign Language digits' dataset [18] of hand gestures has been used to evaluate the framework. The Sign Language digits' database has 10 classes of digits. There are in total of 1534 training images and 548 test images. Every class of hand sign has around 150 images for training and 50 images for testing. Fig 6 is a sample dataset of sign language digits.
fig. 6 Sample Sign Language digits' dataset B. Experimental Results
During the calculation process, the user is asked to enter a digit by displaying a hand sign, as fig 7 shows the user has input 1 as the 1st digit. similarly, the 2nd is also taken as input in the same way. For choosing an operator the user is supposed to show a hand sign between 0-4 where 0 is for addition, 1 is for subtraction, 3 for division and 4 for multiplication. Fig 7(c) . shows us that the user chooses the division operation.
In Figure 7 
IV. CONCLUSION:
This paper proposes an approach to use Convolutional Neural Networks for classification of hand signs and use the predicted value to build a calculator that can calculate 4 arithmetic operators ie. Addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication. Using the power of Convolutional neural networks for classification we have applied preprocessing techniques on each image such as resize and reshape to fit each image to our Neural network. The training and testing dataset consists of 10 classes each with 1534 and 540 images respectively. The validation accuracy obtained was 95%. The convolutional neural network consists of 2 Convolutional layers attached with a pooling layer each, 1 flattening layer, 1 dense layer, and an output layer. Based on the predicted outputs of images the calculator programs start the calculating process where the user's hand signs taken as input numbers and operator is selected based on 4 hand sign those are from 0-4 that correspond to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
